
THE RANGE
 
The new THEDRA cartridge range has been designed as a modular system, completely compatible throughout all 
options. This feature allows the manufacturer to create its own version by simply adding preset standards to the basic 
cartridge. More than 20 potential combinations make the THEDRA virtually suitable for any application.
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lever valves. Its unique clean and smart design confers the THEDRA cartridge 

international design award.
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Nut torque/Pitch M1,5 10-12 Nm

Opening angle 25º
Rotation angle 100º

Working pressure 
(recommended)

1 - 5 bar

Burst pressure >50 bar
Life cycle - EN 817 NF U3
x2 ASME
x2 GB18145

175.000 cycles
1.000.000 cycles
140.000 cycles

Sensitivity 10÷12 mm

Fidelity <3 ºC 
Constant 63 ºC & 50 ºC 
(6 l/min - 3 l/min)

<4 ºC - <6 ºC

Max. hot water 90 ºC
Flow rate at 3 bar

Operation Torque
Open-close 0,20÷0,40 Nm 
Turn left-right 0,20÷0,40 Nm

Noise level 16 ± 2 dB (C/D) 

40mm RANGE
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2 3Challenge, Technology

components are used to build the new 
THEDRA cartridges.

Long live the King

The new THEDRA cartridge performs and lives 

lifetime piece.

 
Out of solid rock

THEDRA is designed according to the 

requests: compression, torque, handle 
load, burst and life cycles, granting smooth 

FEATURING

Unequal design, unequal results

THEDRA was granted with reddot award 

unmistakably recognizable and fake 

SedalOX™ 96 RTP, keystone

This ceramic has been formulated to perform 

Technology, which creates nanometer sized 
deposits for the grease on the disc surface for 

4

6

5 Enjoy the silence

compliant cartridges, thanks to the perfect 
integration of the movable ceramic with the 

noise level for bath, shower, basin and 
kitchen applications. 

Great range, greater possibilities

THEDRA valve range provides more 

manufacturers to develop their products. 

selections are available and fully compatible.
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